With
the River
Together

With the river together

the river enchants us,
if we are able to feel its magic
the river warns us, if we try to bind it
the river gives, if we respect it

The book you have just opened relates
something of the parallel lives of man
and the river in the Troja Basin. It is
part of an exhibition stemming from
the belief that this shared history is a
valuable information source. We are just
as dependent on the river as we ever
were, only this is easily forgotten today
and so we make mistakes. We do not
realise that even seemingly unrelated
human activity can seriously disrupt our
relationship with the river. The signs of
our cohabitation are clearly written into
the countryside and we will be happy
if the exhibition motivates you to take
a closer look at them.

The river
channel, its
islands and its
distributaries
have been
changing
throughout
the centuries.
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The land next to the river and the watercourse have
historically constituted a single, uninterrupted space: the
floodplain — a flat area created by ancient deposits, covered
with meadows, riparian woodland and lakes, inundated by the
annual floodwaters.

The Troja Basin is an area created
through a thousand years of action
by the Vltava River, alternately
winding and branching out into
new distributaries.
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In the upper left part
of this map of Prague
from around 1780, we
can see how many
distributaries the
river created around
the Troja Basin. The
naturally meandering
river found new
courses in times of
flood.

A river essentially
behaves in three ways:
it meanders, A branches C
or deepens. This depends
on whether it flows from
mountains or through
lowlands, how hard the
ground is along its path,
and how often and how
much it rains during the
year. The river channel
shape can also reflect the
effects of more than one
process. B
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The fertile floodplain
was already in use in the
early Middle Ages, mainly
for grazing animals and
growing crops, which we
can still see on this map
of Prague gardens, dating
from the 1st half of the
19th century.
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Maps from the mid-18th to mid-19th
centuries show how the river channel
was transformed in that period. The
natural appearance and disappearance
of gravel islets during floods has
always been accompanied by human
intervention — constructing weirs and
flumes, stabilising banks and islands.
There was a mill on each river bank:
the one on the right was called Troja,
while that on the left was Imperial
Mill . The adjacent Royal Game
Preserve helped retain the character
of the landscape of floodplain meadows
and woodland. To facilitate navigation
on the river, the distributary dividing
Holešovice Island was filled in at
the turn of the 19th and 20th centuries,
and of the islands, today only Imperial
Island remains.
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The Troja Basin served primarily
as a place of relaxation
and diversion in natural
surroundings for the Bohemian
rulers. The governor’s summer
palace has been a feature of
the Royal Game Preserve since
the 15th century, while Rudolf II
had Imperial Mill converted into
a palatial summer residence.

Both mills stood at the level of the lower edge of the
Troja rapids, where the river’s current — strengthened
with weirs — had the greatest momentum. A gempolishing factory established in part of Imperial Mill
under Rudolf II also took advantage of the river, followed
by a textile factory and a paper mill in the 19th century.
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Man has always used the river
for his needs. It provided
livelihoods for fishermen, it
powered water mills, picturesque
spots were popular with visitors,
while the nobility and poachers
hunted game in the floodplain
woodland.

The only buildings that traditionally lay right on the
floodplain were the water mills (Troja Mill can be seen
here). It was only in modern times that the houses of
poor fishermen — which had to be modified to cope
with the regular floods — were pushed onto the plains.

The floodplain woodland
on the left bank had been
protected since the Middle
Ages as a hunting ground
for Bohemian rulers. Under
Rudolf II, some parts of
it were converted into
gardens. The early 19th
century saw the start of
the transformation of the
preserve into a modern,
romantic park, today’s
Stromovka, which has only
sporadically preserved its
original character.

Troja Chateau was built at the end of the 17th
century as a suburban villa for Václav Vojtěch
of Sternberg. The architect, Jean Baptiste
Mathey, wisely placed the building at the edge
of the floodplain, with only the chateau garden
encroaching on it.
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In the 19th century, the
picturesque Troja and the
Stromovka became very popular
destinations for trips, yet the lives
of the locals continued to be tied
to the slow rhythms of the river.

The Troja hillsides were planted
with vineyards and primarily
orchards, which reached down
almost to the floodplain. The
Podhoří area, for example, was
renowned for its cherries.

The Jubilee Provincial Exhibition in 1891
bit off around a fifth of Stromovka.
Industrial Palace, one of the few
permanent structures, was built on the
edge of the boundary fault bordering
the floodplain — as seen in this view
from behind with Křižík’s Fountain in the
foreground.

Until the construction of
the footbridge in 1976, the
ferry to Imperial Island was
the key means of transport
connecting Troja with the
city. At low water, small boats
were linked together to form
a pontoon bridge. Carriages
and, later, cars were brought
over by a large barge.

The river was also used
to transport loads on
horse-drawn boats.
Embankments were used
to assist this traffic, and
we can still see their
remains on the banks
of the Vltava today.

The tourist restaurants at Troja and
Podhoří were popular destinations for
weekend walks. Day-trippers relaxed
at the U Loskotů restaurant and ate
grundel caught in the Vltava, but local
organisations also met here.

Dikes, used to regulate the river’s flow for better navigability, were also
used for bathing and fishing.

This mutual
coexistence
with the river
was replaced
with unilateral
exploitation
th
in the 19
century.

floodplain separated
with dikes

canal
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At the end of the 19th century,
it was decided to make the Vltava
and Elbe navigable from Prague to
Ústí nad Labem. The modifications
enabled more intensive river
traffic and easier urbanisation of
the floodplains, yet at the same
time disrupted the original regime
of the river landscape. The river
had begun to be seen as a canal.
When making the Vltava navigable at the turn of the 19th and 20th
centuries, the Troja-Podbaba lock was established, including
a three-kilometre canal that cut a new route through Imperial Island.
This changed its outline and cut off the former Royal Game Preserve,
today’s Stromovka, from it.

In the 1840s, the railways were the first to cut through the original
floodplain and thus launch the era of the modern exploitation of the Troja
valley, one that took hardly any heed of the nature of the river and its
stories. On the map on the left from between 1836 and 1852, you can still
see the meandering distributary along which the Saxon-Bohemian State
Railway ran. The distributary was closed off some time later during the
construction of the canal (the map on the right), with only a park lake on
the edge of Stromovka, known as the Little Stream, remaining.
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The navigable river was not
used exclusively for transport.
Its water was also needed
by the factories that grew
on the left bank — a paper
mill, textile factories and
a wastewater treatment plant.
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The Central
Wastewater Treatment
Plant was transferred
to Imperial Island
in the 1960s.
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High water had always been part of
life in the Troja Basin. The old local
houses had been modified accordingly,
with workshops or stores on the
ground floor and people living upstairs
with courtyard balconies. People
often spent several days surrounded
by water, for example the Troja Mill
residents in March 1940. The technical
modifications to water flow in the
Vltava river basin have contributed
towards faster water runoff from
the land, which in turn can lead to
destructive floods. During the flooding
in 2002, the whole of Imperial Island
disappeared under the water, while
the Troja Chateau gardens were also
flooded. Although dams now protect
property, each new one reduces the
space for water to flow at high water.
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The areas around the Troja
footbridge have also undergone
modern flood-control
modifications, as we can see
in the panorama images taken
from the same place almost one
hundred years apart.

This photograph from 1924
shows the Rybáře fishing
community (on the left)
and Imperial Island (usually
called Troja Island by the
locals). Here we can see
the unloading point for the
ferry and the booth for the
ferryman, who at weekends
transported crowds of
Prague citizens flowing from
Stromovka across the island
and on towards Troja. Several
garden restaurants with
views of the river and the
vineyards also attracted
day-trippers on the island.

In place of the popular
ferry, a reinforced concrete
footbridge — a replacement
for the temporary pontoon
bridge — today connects
the island to the Troja
bank. A large riding school
and stables now stand
on the island. The houses
of the earlier fishing
community on the bank
are protected not only as
cultural monuments but
also from flooding — there
is a four-metre-high flood
wall between them and
the river.
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During a flood, rivers often
return to places that dikes and
other structures pushed them
away from, and spread out over
their former floodplains. The
countryside has a better memory
than the people that use it.

View of Imperial Island (still without the wastewater treatment
plant) and the lock at Podbaba, 1920.

In June 2013, the swollen river forced a way through
Imperial Island. After the flooding, this newly established
river channel was again filled up with stones, but the
river’s message was not forgotten.

This photograph taken from the same place shows the state after the
flooding in 1940, when the river broke through the canal and found its
own way through the island.

We are now
relearning how
to design in
harmony with
nature and
take account
of river level
changes.

new
distributary

river with gravel
sediments
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The alluvial river landscape is again being
considered in connection with a project to
expand the wastewater treatment plant.
The first step towards the new Imperial
Island Conception was a competition
workshop, intended to produce proposals
to improve the New Water Line project,
recommendations on how to address
its surroundings, and a proposal for
the revitalisation of the natural river
environment around the structure.

The competition workshop
enabled the participation of
all the important players with
differing interests and priorities.
The city districts want to
retain an attractive landscape;
environmentalists want respect
for natural values; Vltava
authority wants flow capacity;
the zoo wants transport
accessibility; the investor,
manager and supplier of the
new treatment plant want as
little interference in the project
as possible…
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At the workshop, five teams
made up of architects,
landscape architects, transport
and water management
engineers, worked together
with local stakeholders. There
were conferences, excursions,
a colloquium with discussion
panels, and ultimately
a presentation of the proposals.
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The New Water Line (nwl) project, expanding
the existing wastewater treatment plant,
offers many technological and operational
advantages, yet lies in a very sensitive
location. Mitigation of its impact on the
landscape must be addressed in the context
of the wider area. In 2015, therefore, the
Prague leadership issued a request for the
preparation of a Conception of the General
Landscape Solution of Imperial Island and its
Surroundings.

A jury declared the proposal
by P. Pelčák, V. Malina,
E. Wagnerová and M. Šindlar to
be the winner. The team then
completed the Imperial Island
Conception, while preparation of
an action plan will follow.

P
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The existing nwl project
anticipates covering the treatment
plant with a new city park.
Earthworks along the sides of the
structure will connect the roof to
the surrounding terrain, but will
restrict the use of the riverbanks.
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P

The proposed modifications
to the New Water Line project
emphasise the relationship
with the river and respect the
P
floodplain terrain, thus
preserving
the memory of the location and
connecting with the vitality of the
river ecosystem.
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The new Conception proposes
a roof of local steppe vegetation,
freeing up the banks, and
reducing the original backfills to
provide sufficient space between
the structure and the river for
a natural landscape belt with
a network of walking, cycling and
equestrian trails.

The southern part of the island is modified in the Conception to enable buses
to drive right up to the new footbridge taking people to the right bank and
the zoo. However, the nwl project has been running since 2004, and the
Conception appeared just before construction work began. It is still unclear
whether the modifications can actually be done during the construction work,
or only after it is completed.

The new Conception rejects the idea of a city park on
the roof of the New Water Line in favour of access
to the river. The use of the floodplain ecosystem will
provide not only an inspirational natural environment,
but is also cheap to maintain.
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Conception addresses the
wider environment, defines
a framework of public spaces
and landscape, together
with the accessibility
and throughflow of
the area.*
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train
bus
eco-mini-train
tram
proposed tram
walking trail
cycling trail
+ walking trail
horse-riding trail
ferry and water tram
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The revitalisation of the area will
include a shallow furrow across
the island and an expansion of the
northern distributary. This will
provide more space not only for
high water flow, but also habitats
at the transition between the
river and its banks.

B

The Conception has returned to the
character of the floodplain. The main
channel is expanded and features
modelled islands that the river will often
flood. A shallow water furrow will lead
across the island.

This diagram shows valuable trees on
the island (black polar, oak, linden),
which will be retained, as well as the
remnants of the original vegetation
along the former branch of the river
and paths.

The Conception will support the
diversity of plant and animal species,
which will be allocated their own sites.

Lowering the banks will enable the
gradual creation of a mosaic of nearnatural plant communities.

There is a plan to open up currently
difficult-to-access banks for walking,
cycling and horse riding.

The route of the original distributary will
be symbolically marked with oaks and
poplars along the former river bank.

The cross-sections show the alluvial
landscape after the revitalisation of the
Vltava river channel with small islands in the
widened channel, riverbank vegetation and an
embedded new wastewater treatment plant.

A

The meandering creeks and river islands
in the shallow part of the river will create
a unique natural space for play and recreation
for both children and adults.

The branching channel among gravel
islands that will be covered
with vegetation is already
being created. Designing
with nature means
understanding its signs
and allowing them
to manifest
themselves.
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Man’s use of the river in the Troja
Basin has a long history. It has not
always been in conflict with the natural
characteristics of the river landscape,
and need not be so today. We must
however place the river in the centre of
our attention and care for it holistically.
As an immediate, living landscape it
can then offer us its gifts. We believe
that such care is possible — and good
examples already exist. With this
exhibition we want to contribute to the
mosaic of activities leading to changing
our approach to the river and its needs.

We would like to thank all those who
participated in preparing or supporting the
exhibition, and thus making it possible:
Prague City Councillor RNDr. Jana
Plamínková, Prague-Troja city district,
Prague 7 city district, Prague 6 city
district, Povodí Vltavy, University Sports
Club Prague — Water Slalom Section,
Department of Property Management at
Prague City Hall.
We would like to thank the following
for providing archive materials:
Prague City Hall Archive, Prague Zoo
Archive, Gábina Fárová, Miroslav Knittl,
Karel Mach, František Malý, Judita
Matyášová, Magdalena Wagnerová, City
of Prague Museum, T. G. M. Museum
in Lány, Quido Schwanka Foundation,
National Heritage Institute, Museum of
Czech Literature, Miroslav Raudenský,
Továrna, o. p. s. — správa industriálních
nemovitostí
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The exhibition With the River Together — Past, Present
and Future of the Troja Basin was held from 1st June
to 31st August 2016, not far from this location.

